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Abstract

The tracking of the locations of moving objects in large
indoor spaces is important, as it enables a range of appli-
cations related to, e.g., security and indoor navigation and
guidance. This paper presents a graph model based ap-
proach to indoor tracking that offers a uniform data man-
agement infrastructure for different symbolic positioning
technologies, e.g., Bluetooth and RFID. More specifically,
the paper proposes a model of indoor space that comprises
a base graph and mappings that represent the topology of
indoor space at different levels. The resulting model can be
used for one or several indoor positioning technologies. Fo-
cusing on RFID-based positioning, an RFID specific reader
deployment graph model is built from the base graph model.
This model is then used in several algorithms for construct-
ing and refining trajectories from raw RFID readings. Em-
pirical studies with implementations of the models and al-
gorithms suggest that the paper’s proposals are effective
and efficient.

1 Introduction

People spend large parts of their lives in indoor spaces
such as office buildings, shopping centers, airports, other
transport infrastructures, etc. Meanwhile, such spaces are
becoming increasingly large and complex. For example,
the London Underground has 268 stations and a network of
408 kilometers [1]. Each hour, 146,000 passengers enter its
tube system; the total number of daily passengers exceeds 4
million. Tracking moving objects in large and complex in-
door spaces is very useful. Further, in smaller indoor spaces
such as office buildings, important services are also enabled
by tracking.

In particular, tracking enables a range of services akin
to those enabled by GPS-based tracking in outdoor settings.
For example, indoor tracking can enable indoor navigation
and route guidance; it can provide insight into how and how
much the indoor space is being used, which is important in

the pricing of advertisement space and store rental, and in
planning applications. As a result, it is desired that indoor
tracking can be carried out both effectively and efficiently.

This paper proposes a graph model-based indoor track-
ing approach that aims to support a range of positioning
technologies. It thus offers a uniform data management in-
frastructure for positioning technologies such as Bluetooth
and RFID.

The paper proposes a base graph model for indoor space.
Given the floor plan of an indoor space, we create several
base graphs and relevant mappings that represent the topol-
ogy of the indoor space at different levels. On this founda-
tion, a so-called deployment graph can then be constructed
according to each deployment of a particular indoor posi-
tioning technology. A deployment graph enables tracking
using the associated positioning technology.

The paper focuses on RFID-based positioning. Thus, a
graph model is proposed that corresponds to a deployment
of RFID readers that are classified as either partitioning
readers that partition the indoor space into cells due to their
location and presence readers that simply sense the pres-
ence of RFID tags. The cells obtained correspond to the
vertices in the deployment graph and the partitioning read-
ers correspond to the edges.

Several algorithms are proposed that utilize the data
structures for constructing and refining trajectories from
raw RFID readings. The algorithms enable both off-line
and on-line, or real-time, construction of trajectories. To-
gether with maximum-speed constraints, the data structures
enable the algorithms to refine the trajectories to be more
accurate, by limiting the possible regions in which a moving
object can be. An empirical study with implementations of
the data structures and algorithms suggest that the proposed
indoor tracking framework is effective and efficient.

To summarize, the paper’s contribution is fourfold. First,
a versatile base graph model is proposed for indoor space,
which accommodates one or several deployments of posi-
tioning technologies in a uniform manner. Second, a spe-
cific graph model is provided for RFID-based positioning.
Third, detailed tracking algorithms are developed for RFID-
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based positioning. Fourth, an empirical evaluation is re-
ported.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Fol-
lowing a brief review of related work in Section 2, Section 3
presents the base graph model, and Section 4 covers the
RFID-specific deployment graph model. Section 5 details
the tracking algorithms, and Section 6 presents the empiri-
cal study. Finally, Section 7 concludes and discusses possi-
ble future research.

2 Related Work

Modeling Indoor Space Symbolic models of indoor
space are often preferred over traditional geometric coordi-
nate models because they are able to capture the semantics
associated with indoor entities [5].

A 3D Geometric Network Model exists that treats the
vertical and horizontal connectivity relationship among 3D
spatial cells separately [13]. A related 3D Indoor Geo-
Coding technique employs the 3D Poincaré Duality [15]
transformation to map 3D spatial cells from primal space
to dual space. This technique is used for planing an evacua-
tion network in a multi-level building [12]. A 3D metrical-
topological model [22] describes both the shapes and con-
nectivity of spatial cells for navigation purpose. A re-
cent 3D model [6] combines space partitions with possible
events in dual space for navigation in multi-layered build-
ings. A lattice-based semantic location model [14] is avail-
able that preserves semantic relationships and distances,
e.g., the nearest neighbor relationship among indoor enti-
ties. This model is used to find the optimal route in indoor
navigation, but is not applicable to tracking.

Different ways of transforming a floor plan to a graph are
also discussed in the literature [8, 21]. Unlike the existing
proposals, the base graph model proposed in this paper is
specifically intended to support efficient indoor tracking.

Indoor Positioning and Tracking In outdoor settings,
GPS is the dominant positioning technology. However, in
indoor space, different positioning technologies including
infrared, Bluetooth [3], RFID [2, 16] and Wi-Fi [10] are
being used. RFID technology [19] has recently entered the
mainstream because of reduced deployment costs. As RFID
readers are much more expensive than tags, readers are of-
ten embedded in indoor spaces while the tags are attached
to the moving objects. To increase the positioning accuracy
in such a scenario, a small number of tags can be installed
at fixed locations as reference points [16]. In special scenar-
ios, e.g., guiding of the blind, large numbers of inexpensive
tags are deployed in the indoor space, and each blind person
is equipped with a reader [2].

Most works, including those cited above, are focused on
hardware deployment for reliable indoor positioning ser-

vices. In contrast, this paper aims to improve the indoor
tracking accuracy from a data management perspective as-
suming a popular setting: RFID readers embedded in the
indoor space and tags being associated with the objects.

3 Base Graph Model

By capturing the essential connectivity and accessibility,
the base graph describes the topology of a floor plan of a
possibly complex indoor space. For simplicity and due to
space limitations, we use the floor plan in Figure 1(a) as the
running example. Rooms, a staircase, a hallway, and doors
and walls are shown in the figure.
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Figure 1. Floor plan and connectivity graph

3.1 Connectivity Base Graph

A base graph is constructed from a floor plan based on
the Poincaré Duality [15]. Each separate partition in the
floor plan, such as a single room, a staircase, and a hallway,
is represented as a vertex in the base graph. In addition, the
exterior of the indoor space is represented by a singe vertex.

Edges are used for capturing different relationships be-
tween vertices. An edges can capture the connectivity be-
tween two partitions. Each connection in the floor plan,
such as a door, a hatch, or an escape window, is then repre-
sented by an edge. For example, if two rooms are connected
by a door, the two corresponding vertices are connected by
an edge. Since several doors may connect two rooms, sev-
eral edges between the same pair of vertices must be accom-
modated. Thus, the connectivity base graph is a labeled,
undirected multi-graph [18], as shown in Figure 1(b).

The connectivity base graph Gconn is defined by the
triple (V, Ed, Σdoor), where V is the set of the vertices;
Ed is the set of edges, where an edge is a pair ({vi, vj}, k)
such that vi, vj ∈ V and k ∈ Σdoor: and Σdoor is a set of
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edge labels that represent connections. Also, if two edges
are different, their k values are distinct.

3.2 Accessibility Graph
Sometimes, a door may permit movement in only one

direction. For example, a security check point in an air-
port allows only one-way movement. This also applies at
entrances and exits in underground stations. Consider the
floor plan in Figure 1(a): The door d12 only permits entry
into the building, door d13 only permits exit from the build-
ing, and door d6 only permits entry into room 6 from the
hallway. Accordingly, the accessibility graph, a labeled, di-
rected graph, is constructed to represent the movement per-
mitted by doors or connections. The graph Gaccs is given
by the triple (V , E, Σdoor, le), where:

1. V is the set of the vertices.
2. E is the set of directed edges: E = {〈vi, vj〉 | vi, vj ∈

V ∧ vi 6= vj}.
3. le is a function that maps edges to subsets of the set of

doors: le : E → 2Σdoor .

The accessibility graph for our example is shown in Fig-
ure 2. The direction of an edge indicates the movement
direction permitted by the corresponding connection.
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Figure 2. Accessibility Graph

3.3 Geometrical Information Mappings
In addition to the topological information of a floor plan,

its geometrical information should also be captured. Poly-
gons are used for representing partitions, so each vertex in
V is mapped to a polygon. The Building Partitions mapping
is defined as:

BuildingPartitions : V → Polygons

Line segments are used for representing doors and other
connections. Each edge in graph Gconn is thus mapped to
a line segment. For simplicity, the label of an edge can be
used to differentiate doors. Thus, the Doors mapping is de-
fined as:

Doors : Σdoor → Line Segments

4 Deployment Graph for Indoor Positioning
Different positioning technologies, e.g, RFID and Blue-

tooth, can be deployed in the same indoor space [3, 4, 9].
Each deployment may cover only part of the space, or it
may be capable of only detecting some movements in the
space. Using the base graphs covered already, a so-called
deployment graph can be constructed for each deployment
of a positioning technology. This section discusses the de-
ployment graph for the case of RFID-based positioning, in
which a vertex corresponds to a subgraph in the base graph.

4.1 RFID Deployment Graph Model
RFID technology uses proximity analysis [11] for deter-

mining when a tag approaches a reader. We assume that the
readers are embedded in the indoor space in known posi-
tions and that the tags are associated with the moving ob-
jects. Each reader has an activation range: Only tags that
enter within this range will be seen. The typical activation
range of RFID readers varies from tens of centimeters to
3 meters [19]. We assume that RFID readers are deployed
according to requirements that stem from the intended ap-
plications. We also assume that all RFID readers deployed
have disjoint activation ranges. We leave the more complex
scenario of large, non-disjoint activation ranges for future
work.

One possible RFID readers deployment for our example
floor plan is shown in Figure 3(a). The RFID readers belong
to one of two types.
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Figure 3. RFID Readers Deployment Graph
Partitioning Readers partition the indoor space into

cells in the sense that an object cannot move from one cell
to another without being observed. For example, a reader
deployed by the single door of a room partitions the indoor
space into two cells, one cell being the room and the other
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being everything outside the room. In Figure 3(a), reader4

is a partitioning reader.
It may be advantageous to deploy RFID readers by the

doors and other connections so that the space is partitioned
into cells. There are two options. (1) Only one reader is
deployed by the door or connection, e.g., reader4 in Fig-
ure 3(a). However, a single reader only cannot detect the
movement direction of an object being observed. (2) A pair
of partitioning readers (an exit/entry pair) is deployed by
the door or connection, e.g., reader1 and reader1′ in Fig-
ure 3(a). The direction of an object moving through the door
can be inferred from the reader sequence. For example, the
reader sequence reader1′ followed by reader1 implies that
the object enters room 1.

Presence Readers, e.g., reader8 in Figure 3(a), are
readers that do not contribute to the partitioning of the in-
door space. These readers simply observe the presence (and
non-presence) of tags in their activation ranges.

The partitioning capabilities of the partitioning readers
can be captured using a deployment graph that captures
the cells of the indoor space and the related topological
information. Such a graph should satisfy two principles.
(1) Completeness: The graph should capture all the cells
present and all the connections between them. (2) Mini-
mality: The graph should have as few vertices and edges as
possible.

In the RFID deployment graph, vertices represent cells.
A directed edge indicates that one can move from one cell
to another without entering other cells, which is detected by
a corresponding partitioning reader. Assume a set Σreader

of readers and a set of vertices C that represents the cells
created by the partitioning readers. The RFID deployment
graph GRFID is defined as a directed, labeled graph (C, Er,
Σreader, le) where:

1. C is the set of the vertices.
2. Er is the set of edges. An edge is an ordered pair
〈ci, cj〉 of distinct vertices from C.

3. le : Er → 2Σreader ∪ 2Σreader×Σreader maps an edge
to a partitioning reader or a partitioning reader pair.

The deployment graph of the RFID deployment in Fig-
ure 3(a) is shown in Figure 3(b).

The definition of le uses power sets because it is possible
for two cells to be connected by two or even more doors,
all of which correspond to one edge only in the deployment
graph. The power sets enable the modeling of such cases.

Each cell created by the partitioning readers corresponds
to one or more base graph partitions. In other words, several
vertices in the connectivity base graph may correspond to
one vertex in the RFID deployment graph. The following
Cells mapping maintains the corresponding relationship.

Cells : V → C

The bold numbers used as labels in Figure 3(a) capture
the cells created by the partitioning readers and thus reflect
the Cells mapping. For example, vertex v7 is mapped to cell
c9 because an object can go from room 7 to hall 9 through
door 10 and door 11 without being observed by any readers.
Similarly, vertices v2, v6, and v8 are mapped to cell c9, and
vertex v5 is mapped to cell c4.

The deployment graph and the Cells mapping will be
used to facilitate the moving object trajectory construction
and refinement, to be detailed in Section 5. We proceed to
show how the deployment graph is constructed on top of the
base graphs proposed in Section 3.

4.2 RFID Deployment Graph Construction
Before the deployment graph is constructed, the accu-

rate deployment location and activation range of each RFID
reader are recorded. For simplicity, we assume that the acti-
vation range (the maximum sensing radius) of a reader is a
circle with maximum radius dmax. The following mapping
is used:

Mapping1: Σreader → {(loc, range,flag) | loc ∈
R2 ∧ range ∈ (0, dmax] ∧ flag ∈ {true, false}}

Each reader ri ∈ Σreader is mapped to a triple
(loc, range,flag), where loc is the 2D location of the
reader, range is the reader’s activation range, and flag indi-
cates whether the reader is a partitioning (true) or a presence
(false) reader.

A mapping of readers to the cells that their activation
ranges intersect is also introduced. This mapping can be
derived from the floor plan and the location and activation
range of each reader. The mapping will prove helpful during
the trajectory construction.

Mapping2: Σreader → 2C

The RFID deployment graph is constructed according
to Algorithm 1. The input is the set of all readers R, the
connectivity base graph Gconn , and the accessibility graph
Gaccs . Following the definition of variables, the deploy-
ment graph is initialized (lines 1–2). The corresponding
door of each edge in Gconn is checked to determine whether
it is covered by a reader (lines 3–8). If so, the movement
through the door can be detected by a reader. The edge is
deleted from Gconn and the relationship of which door is
covered by which readers is captured. The connected com-
ponents of the remaining Gconn are determined (line 9).

A deployment graph vertex is created for each connected
component, and the mapping from each vertex in the con-
nected component to the new vertex is added to the Cells
mapping (lines 10–13).

For each door covered by a reader, the corresponding
edges are obtained from Gaccs . If an edge’s head and tail
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Algorithm 1 RFIDGraphConstruction (Readers R, Con-
nectivityBaseGraph Gconn , AccessibilityGraph Gaccs )

1: Readers R′ ← ∅; DR(〈Σdoor k′, Readers RSet〉) ← ∅;
Connected Component CCs ← ∅; int m ← 0;

2: GRFID(C, Er,Σreader le) ← (∅, ∅, R, NULL);
3: for each edge da in Gconn .Ed do
4: for each reader rb in R do
5: if Circle(Mapping1(rb).loc, Mapping1(rb).range) covers

Doors(da.k) then
6: insert rb into R′;
7: if |R′| > 0 then
8: delete da from Gconn .Ed; insert (da.k, R′) into DR;

R′ ← ∅;
9: store all connected components of Gconn in CCs;

10: for each connected component ccc in CCs do
11: create a new vertex cm and add it to GRFID .C; m++;
12: for each vertex vx in the vertices of ccc do
13: add the mapping (vx → cm) to Cells;
14: for each drn in DR do
15: for each el in Gaccs .l

−1
e (drn.k′) do

16: cp ← Cells(el.vi); cq ← Cells(el.vj);
17: if cp 6= cq then
18: if 〈cp, cq〉 is not in GRFID .Er then
19: add 〈cp, cq〉 to GRFID .Er;
20: add the mapping (〈cp, cq〉 →

readersequence(drn.RSet)) to GRFID .le;

are mapped to different cells, an edge from the head’s cor-
responding cell to the tail’s corresponding cell is created in
the deployment graph, and a mapping from the edge to the
RFID reader sequence is added to the mapping le (lines 14–
20). Here, function readersequence returns the possible
RFID reader sequence for the edge.

Note that the deployment graph captures all movements
that can be detected by deployed readers, which guarantees
the completeness. Further, if any vertex or edge is deleted,
the graph will lose the corresponding movement informa-
tion, which implies minimality.

5 RFID-Based Indoor Tracking
This section covers the construction of moving-object

trajectories from RFID readings. We first describe the RFID
tag reading format and a pre-processing procedure. We then
detail the trajectory construction in off-line and on-line set-
tings.

5.1 Raw Trajectories: Sequences of RFID Tag
Observation

Each RFID reader continuously detects and reports tags
with a frequency determined by its sampling rate. Each
tag reading is of the format 〈readerID , tagID , t〉, where
readerID is the reader identifier, tagID is the identifier of
the tag detected, and t is the time when the detection oc-
curred.

Let the floor plan and the reader deployment be as shown
in Figure 1(a) and Figure 3(a), respectively. A set of RFID
readings for a moving object attached with tag1 is shown
in Table 1. This is the raw object’s trajectory. Since we
assume that RFID readers do not overlap (see Section 4.1),
each tag can be detected by at most one reader at the same
time.

Table 1. Raw Trajectory of tag1

readerID tagID t

reader9 tag1 t1
reader9 tag1 t2
reader9′ tag1 t3
reader9′ tag1 t4
reader1′ tag1 t7
reader1′ tag1 t8
reader1 tag1 t9
reader1 tag1 t10
reader1 tag1 t21
reader1 tag1 t22
reader1′ tag1 t23
reader1′ tag1 t24
reader7 tag1 t30
reader7 tag1 t31
reader7 tag1 t32
reader10 tag1 t39

readerID tagID t

reader10 tag1 t40
reader8 tag1 t55
reader8 tag1 t56
reader3′ tag1 t79
reader3′ tag1 t80
reader4 tag1 t85
reader4 tag1 t86
reader4 tag1 t87
reader4 tag1 t100
reader4 tag1 t101
reader4 tag1 t102
reader6′ tag1 t109
reader6′ tag1 t110
reader6 tag1 t111
reader6 tag1 t112
reader5 tag1 t125

Plotting this raw trajectory along the time axis gives the
result shown in Figure 4. The shaded blocks represent the
time intervals during which position information is pro-
vided in the raw trajectory. There are also time intervals
during which we do not observe the object. We call these
vacant time intervals.

Vacant 

Time 

Interval

t30 timet1 t7 t21 t55t39

. . .

Figure 4. Vacant Time Intervals

We are interested in building a more detailed and accu-
rate trajectory for the moving object, based on the raw tra-
jectory. In particular, we aim to determine the moving ob-
ject’s locations during the vacant time intervals. By search-
ing the RFID deployment graph, we can infer the possible
regions of the moving object during the vacant time inter-
vals. By applying maximum speed based position interpo-
lation, we can further shrink the possible regions.

To facilitate the trajectory construction, we introduce a
two-step pre-processing module in-between the RFID read-
ers and the trajectory construction module. This module or-
ganizes all tag readings into suitable formats, as outlined in
Figure 5 and explained next. The module differs from other
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raw RFID data organizations (e.g., [20]) in that it is dedi-
cated to indoor tracking, covering both off-line and on-line
trajectory construction.

Pre-process Step 1

Pre-process Step 2

Output for on-line

InputStream of <readerID, tagID, t>

Output for off-line

<readerID, tagID, t, flag>

Output for Step 2

<readerID, tagID, t├, t┤>

 

<readerID, tagID>
 

<readerID, tagID, t├>

Figure 5. Pre-processing Module

Step 1 continuously receives tag readings in a stream
from all readers. A local database maintains records in the
format 〈readeri, tagj〉, which means that readeri has de-
tected tagj and the latter remains in the former’s activation
range. If the reader and tag pair in an incoming reading is
not stored in the current database, the tag is output with the
current timestamp and the flag START , indicating that the
tag is detected by the reader for the first time.

For each record in the database, if it does not appear
in the current stream, which indicates that the tag has left
the reader’s activation range, it is output with the previous
sampling timestamp and the flag END , and it is removed
from the database. The output of step 1 is intended for
both on-line trajectory construction and for step 2 in the pre-
processing.

Step 2 maintains a local database of records in the format
〈readeri, tagj , t`〉, which means that readeri detects tagj

for the first time at timestamp t`. When a record 〈readeri,
tagj , tk, flag〉 is received, the flag value is checked. If it
is START , a new record 〈readeri, tagj , tk〉 is added to the
database, with tk being used as the t`. Otherwise, a record
〈readeri, tagj , t

`, tk〉 is output to indicate that during the
time period [t`, tk], tagj is in readeri’s range, but that it
has now left. The corresponding record in the database is
removed. The output of step 2 is used in off-line trajec-
tory construction, since it returns the complete appearance
period of a tag in a reader’s range.

5.2 Off-Line Tracking
An off-line trajectory of a moving object is a sequence

of records of the form 〈readerID , tagID , t`, ta〉 where
readerID and tagID identify a reader and a tag, respec-
tively, while t` (ta) is the first (last) times point when
readerID detects tagID . Table 2 shows the off-line tra-
jectory obtained from the raw trajectory in Table 1.

We first refine the trajectory obtained thus far with re-
spect to the cells in the indoor space. For example, a refined
trajectory can be: a person entered the building by the main
entrance, walked through the hallway, entered a room; then

the person left the room, walked through the hallway, and
left through the exit.

Table 2. Off-Line Trajecotry of tag1

readingID readerID tagID t` ta

reading1 reader9 tag1 t1 t2
reading2 reader9′ tag1 t3 t4
reading3 reader1′ tag1 t7 t8
reading4 reader1 tag1 t9 t10
reading5 reader1 tag1 t21 t22
reading6 reader1′ tag1 t23 t24
reading7 reader7 tag1 t30 t32
reading8 reader10 tag1 t39 t40
reading9 reader8 tag1 t55 t56
reading10 reader3′ tag1 t79 t80
reading11 reader4 tag1 t85 t87
reading12 reader4 tag1 t100 t102
reading13 reader6′ tag1 t109 t110
reading14 reader6 tag1 t111 t112
reading15 reader5 tag1 t125 t125

Let Vmax be the maximum speed of the object of inter-
est. The off-line trajectory of the object is refined in three
steps. (1) The relevant graph elements for each reader are
obtained. (2) The possible cells of the object during the va-
cant time intervals are inferred from the deployment graph.
(3) The candidate cells and indicated regions are further
pruned according to the maximum speed constraints of the
object [7, 17].

Refinement Step 1. Step 1 transforms an RFID reading
sequence to corresponding vertices or edges in the RFID
deployment graph, as described in Algorithm 2. Let a data
structure TStep1 be defined as a sequence of 〈tagID , t`,
ta, GraphElement , Reader1, Reader2〉. By the defini-
tion of the RFID deployment graph, the inverse mapping
GRFID .l−1

e maps readers to edges. If two consecutive read-
ing sequences are contiguous according to the sampling pe-
riod ∆T , the two consecutive readings should stem from a
partitioning pair, which map to an edge (lines 3–4). Oth-
erwise, a single reading may come from either a partition-
ing reader or a presence reader. A partitioning reader is
replaced by the set of corresponding edges according to
GRFID .l−1

e (lines 6–7). In contrast, a presence reader al-
ways corresponds to one or several cells according to Map-
ping 2 (lines 8–9). Table 3 shows the result of applying
step 1 to the running example.

Having completed step 1, we are concerned with the rele-
vant regions the moving object may be in during the vacant
time intervals. For example, where is the moving object
with tag1 during the time interval [t5, t6]? During vacant
time intervals, the moving object is beyond the activation
range of any RFID reader and therefore cannot be detected
by any RFID reader. For these intervals, we can limit the
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Algorithm 2 TConstructStep1 (OfflineTrajectory RSeq)
1: TStep1 tStep1 ← ∅;
2: for each readingi in RSeq do
3: if readingi.t

` = readingi−1.t
a + ∆T then

4: insert 〈readingi−1.tagID , readingi−1.t
`,

readingi.t
a, GRFID .l−1

e (readingi−1.readerID ,
readingi.readerID), readingi−1.readerID ,
readingi.readerID〉 into tStep1

5: else
6: if Mapping1(readingi−1.readerID).flag then
7: insert 〈readingi−1.tagID , readingi−1.t

`,
readingi−1.t

a, GRFID .l−1
e (readingi−1.readerID),

readingi−1.readerID , readingi−1.readerID〉 into
tStep1

8: else
9: insert 〈readingi−1.tagID , readingi−1.t

`,
readingi−1.t

a, Mapping2(readingi−1.Reader),
readingi−1.readerID , readingi−1.readerID〉 into
tStep1

relevant regions as much as possible. In step 2, we make
use of the topology indicated by graph elements. In step 3,
we introduce additional constraints imposed by the maxi-
mum speeds of the moving objects.

Refinement Step 2. Lines 1–11 of Algorithm 3 cover
Step 2. Let a data structure TStep23 be defined as a se-
quence of 〈tagID , t`, ta, GeometryRegion〉. Each vacant
time interval, as shown in Figure 4, has two adjacent records
in the trajectory tSeq obtained from step 1. Either record,
by the graph element(s) it contains, indicates some region(s)
within which the object may be in during the vacant time in-
terval.

For each record tseqi in trajectory tSeq, the type of the
graph elements in it and its previous record are checked
(lines 2–6). If the previous one contains edges, the tail ver-
tices of the edges are used as candidate vertices. Otherwise,
the vertices themselves are used as candidate vertices. The
case of the current record is similar, but the head vertices
of the relevant edges are used instead (lines 7–10). Then
the intersection of these two candidate vertex sets indicates
the possible region(s) of the object during the vacant time
interval. Table 4 shows the result of applying step 2 to the
running example.

Refinement Step 3. We proceed to further reduce the parts
of space an object may be in. Remember that the activa-
tion range of an RFID reader is a circular region around the
reader’s location. Consider two consecutive reader observa-
tions in Table 2, e.g., reading2 and reading3. Two circular
regions are determined by the activation ranges of reader9′

at position P9′ and reader1′ at P1′ , as shown in Figure 6(a).
Let R9′ (R1′ ) be the radius of the circular region centered
at P9′ (P1′ ), tx ∈ [t5, t6], ∆t1 = tx − reading2.t

a, and
∆t2 = reading3.t

` − tx.

Algorithm 3 TConstructSteps23 (TStep1 TSeq)
1: VertexSet v1 ← ∅, v2 ← ∅; Ellipse el ← NULL; Polygon

pl ← NULL; TStep23 tStep23 ← ∅;
2: for each tseqi in TSeq do
3: if tseqi−1.GraphElement are Edges then
4: v1 ← tail vertices of tseqi−1.GraphElement
5: else if tseqi−1.GraphElement are Vertices then
6: v1 ← tseqi−1.GraphElement
7: if tseqi.GraphElement are Edges then
8: v2 ← head vertices of tseqi.GraphElement
9: else if tseqi.GraphElement are Vertices then

10: v2 ← tseqi.GraphElement
11: pl ← BuildingPartitions(Cells−1(v1 ∩ v2))
12: el ← Θ(tseqi−1.reader2, tseqi.reader1, tseqi−1.t

a,
tseqi.t

`)
13: insert 〈tseqi.tagID , tseqi−1.t

a + ∆T , tseqi.t
` −∆T , el

∩ pl 〉 into tStep23

If the object moves at its maximum speed Vmax from any
point inside the activation range of reader9′ and its trajec-
tory is a straight line, its position at time tx will be bounded
by circles centered at all possible start points with radius
R2 = Vmax ∗∆t1. Taking the activation range of reader9′

into account, the possible positions are bounded by the cir-
cle with radius of R3 = R9′ +R2 centered at P9′ , as shown
in the left part of Figure 6(a). Note that more generally,
when the object’s speed is lower than Vmax, or its trajectory
is not a straight line, its position must be somewhere within
the bounding circle.

R9'

R2
R4

R3

R5

R1'

P9' P1'

(a) Circle based possible region

9
9

9
1 1'

9'

9

(b) Ellipse based possible region

Figure 6. Maximum Speed Constraints
Following the same line of reasoning, the object’s posi-

tion at time tx is also bounded by the circle centered at P1′

with radius R5 = R1′ + Vmax ∗∆t2, as shown in the right
part in Figure 6(a).

The above constraints combine to indicate that at any
time tx ∈ [t5, t6], the object can be anywhere in the in-
tersection of the two relevant circular regions. This is illus-
trated by the shaded region in Figure 6(a).

Remember that an ellipse is the locus in a plane, such
that for any point in the locus, the sum of its distances to two
fixed points is a constant 2a. The two fixed points, separated
by a constant distance 2c, are called the foci. Therefore, an
ellipse can be used to infer the possible regions of a moving
object with respect to two readers.
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Table 3. Trajectory After Step 1
tagID [t`, ta] Graph Element Reader1 Reader2

tag1 [t1, t4] e〈10, 9〉 reader9 reader9′
tag1 [t7, t10] e〈9, 1〉 reader1′ reader1

tag1 [t21, t24] e〈1, 9〉 reader1 reader1′
tag1 [t30, t32] c9 reader7 reader7

tag1 [t39, t40] c9 reader10 reader10

tag1 [t55, t56] c9 reader8 reader8

tag1 [t79, t80] c9 reader3′ reader3′
tag1 [t85, t87] e〈4, 9〉, e〈9, 4〉 reader4 reader4

tag1 [t100, t102] e〈4, 9〉, e〈9, 4〉 reader4 reader4

tag1 [t109, t112] c9 reader6′ reader6

tag1 [t125, t125] c9 reader5 reader5

Table 4. Trajectory After Steps 2 and 3
tagID [t`, ta] Step 2 Step 3

tag1 [t5, t6] c9 c9 ∩ Θ(reader9′ , reader1′ , t5, t6)
tag1 [t11, t20] c1 c1 ∩ Θ(reader1, reader1, t11, t20)
tag1 [t25, t29] c9 c9 ∩ Θ(reader1′ , reader7, t25, t29)
tag1 [t33, t38] c9 c9 ∩ Θ(reader7, reader10, t33, t38)
tag1 [t41, t54] c9 c9 ∩ Θ(reader10, reader8, t41, t54)
tag1 [t57, t78] c9 c9 ∩ Θ(reader8, reader3′ , t57, t78)
tag1 [t81, t84] c9 c9 ∩ Θ(reader3′ , reader4, t81, t84)
tag1 [t88, t99] c4, c9 (c4, c9)∩Θ(reader4, reader4, t88, t89)
tag1 [t103, t108] c9 c9 ∩ Θ(reader4, reader6′ , t103, t108)
tag1 [t113, t114] c9 c9 ∩ Θ(reader6, reader5, t113, t114)

We continue to use reading2 and reading3 from above
as an example. Due to the maximum speed limit, the possi-
ble positions of the moving object at time tx is constrained
by the ellipse whose foci are two points belonging to the
two circles centered at P9′ and P1′ . The length of the major
axis is 2a = (∆t1 +∆t2) ∗Vmax = Vmax ∗ (reading3.t

`−
reading2.t

a).
If the activation range of a reader is much smaller than

the area of the ellipse, a simplified ellipse can be constructed
as follows. The major axis is 2a = (R9′ + Vmax ∗∆t1) +
(R1′+Vmax∗∆t2) = Vmax∗(reading3.t

`−reading2.t
a)+

R9′ + R1′ . The foci are simply P9′ and P1′ .
Consider again the running example. After step 2, the

possible positions of the moving object in time interval
[t5, t6] are in cell 9, but not in any reader’s activation range.
In step 3, we are able to further prune the possible region
by intersecting the ellipse described above and the region
obtained in step 2. The position can be restricted to the in-
tersection of the hallway and the ellipse, but not any reader’s
activation range: see the shaded region in Figure 6(b).

The above pruning based on the maximum speed limit
is implemented by lines 11–13 in Algorithm 3. The poly-
gon of the inferred cell is derived using the Cells mapping
and the BuildingPartitions mapping (line 11). Given two
reader identifiers and a time interval, function Θ returns
the ellipse excluding the relevant readers’ activation ranges
(line 12). Finally, the intersection of the polygon and the
ellipse are the refined trajectory after step 3 (line 13). The
result for the running example is shown in Table 4.

5.3 On-Line Tracking

On-line tracking is intended to infer the trajectory in the
time interval between the last RFID observation and the cur-
rent time tnow or even into the future. The format of an
off-line trajectory is not suitable here because we cannot
wait for the information pertaining to the time ta to become
available. Instead, the on-line trajectory is a sequence of
records in the format 〈readerID , tagID , t,flag〉.

In the on-line case, only first and last observations of a
tag are involved: flag = START indicates that t is the
time of the first appearance with respect to readerID , and

flag = END indicates t is the time of the last appearance.
The data is obtained from pre-processing step 1 as described
in Section 5.1.

Let the last observation of a specific moving object be
〈readerID , tagID , t,flag〉. If tag=START , the object is
currently in the activation range of readerID . For exam-
ple, if the latest output of pre-processing step 1 is 〈reader8,
tag1, t55, START 〉, the moving object is in the activation
range of reader8 at time tnow.

Next, tag=END indicates that the object is currently be-
yond the the activation range of the readerID and not in
the range of any other reader. Given the maximum speed
Vmax, the possible position of the object is constrained by
a circle determined by the most recent observing reader’s
activation range. The floor plan also constrains the possible
positions of the moving object. For example, if the most
recent output of pre-processing step 1 is 〈reader8, tag1,
t56, END〉, the object is located inside the circle centered
at mapping1 (reader8).loc with radius Vmax∗(tnow−t56).
Depending on Vmax and tnow the circle can be either fully
or partially within the indoor space, as shown at the bottom-
right corner in Figure 7.

9

9

8

R1

R2

1 1

9

R3

1'

Figure 7. Online Tracking

In addition, if an object has recently been de-
tected by a partitioning reader pair, its current pos-
sible region can be refined further. Consider the
left part in Figure 7. If the two most recent out-
puts from step 1 are 〈reader1′ , tag1, t8,END〉 and
〈reader1, tag1, t9,START 〉, the object has entered the cell
(room). Therefore, it must be located in the intersection of
the room and the circle centered at mapping1 (reader1).loc
with radius Vmax ∗ (tnow − t9).
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6 Experimental Study
We generate moving objects using a floor plan with 30

rooms and 2 staircases, all of which are connected by a
hallway. An RFID reader is deployed by the doors of all
rooms. Readers are also deployed along the hallway and in
the staircases. Three rules are used to generate movements:
1) an object in a room can move to the hallway or move
inside the room; 2) an object in a staircase can move to the
hallway, or move in the staircase; 3) an object in the hallway
can move in the hallway, move to one of the staircases, or
move to one of the rooms. All objects move with constant
speed 4 km/hour.

We vary three parameters: the number of moving ob-
jects, the lifespan of the objects, and the activation ranges
of readers. The settings of these parameters are listed in
Table 5, with default values given in bold. In each single
experiment, average results for all involved objects are re-
ported. All experiments are implemented in C# and run on

Table 5. Parameter Settings
Parameters Settings

Number of objects 10, 100, 500, 1000, 2000, . . . , 5000
Lifespan of objects 50, 100, 200, 300 (sec)
Activation range 100, 150, 200 (cm)

Windows XP professional with a 2.66GHz Core2 Duo CPU
and 3.25GB main memory.

We do not provide comparisons of our proposal with ex-
isting, related proposals (see Section 2) because these are
all focused on improving the positioning accuracy at either
the hardware or the deployment level. This is orthogonal to
our focus that simply assumes a given positioning accuracy.

6.1 Results for Off-Line Tracking
We consider two performance metrics: the refinement ef-

fectiveness and the refinement computation cost. After each
refinement step, the effectiveness is measured as the area of
the regions in which objects can be during the vacant inter-
vals. In particular, for each individual object, we calculate
the area averaged over all its vacant intervals. We use Si,
i = 1, 2, 3 to denote the area averaged over all moving ob-
ject after each step.

Recall that refinement step 1 only obtains relevant edges
and vertices in the RFID deployment graph without con-
straining the possible region for each object. Therefore, S1

equals the area of the building minus the sum of the areas of
all activation ranges of readers. Step 2 constrains the possi-
ble regions to several cells in the RFID deployment graphs.
Therefore, S2 equals the sum of the areas of all cells ob-
tained by step 2. Step 3 constrains the possible regions us-
ing ellipses based on the maximum speed. Therefore, S3

equals the area of the intersection region of the cells in step
2 and the ellipses.
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Figure 10. Effect of Radius

To compare the effectiveness among the refinements,
we plot the ratios S2/S1 and S3/S1 in Figures 8(a), 9(a),
and 10(a). It can be seen that both steps 2 and 3 improve the
tracking accuracy substantially. In particular, step 2 reduces
the possible regions to less than half for almost all settings
except (very) large reader activation ranges. Step 3 then fur-
ther doubles the accuracy. These findings suggest that the
proposed graph model-based tracking is effective.

Results on the CPU cost with different parameter set-
tings are shown in Figures 8(b), 9(b), and 10(b). Step 3 in-
curs higher CPU cost than steps 1 and 2 because it involves
the computation of ellipse-based intersections. Step 2 in-
curs slightly higher CPU cost than does step 1. However,
the overall CPU costs, the sum of all three steps, are still
low considering off-line tracking is conducted here. These
findings suggest that the proposal is efficient.

6.2 Results of On-Line Tracking
In this experiment, we use 1000 objects and vary the

reader activation range. We compare the area of the pos-
sible region before online refinement with that after online
refinement. The area before online refinement is the area of
the floor plan minus the sum of the areas of the activation
ranges of the readers, i.e., S1 from the off-line tracking. The
area after online refinement is the intersection of the maxi-
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mum speed-based circle and a relevant cell.
The accuracy results are reported in Figure 11(a). The x-

axis records the time since the last reading. Online tracking
exhibits marked accuracy improvements for shorter time pe-
riods. As time passes, the effectiveness decreases because
larger circles are used to constrain the objects.
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Figure 11. Results of Online Tracking

The CPU costs are shown in Figure 11(b). Large activa-
tion ranges yield lower accuracy and higher CPU cost be-
cause larger circles are used when computing intersections.
However, for small and medium reader activation ranges,
on-line tracking is quite efficient as the CPU cost is no more
than seconds.

7 Conclusion and Research Directions
We propose a uniform graph model framework for in-

door tracking that consists of base graphs and deployment
graphs. From an indoor space floor plan, connectivity and
accessibility graphs are constructed as base graphs to repre-
sent different kinds of topological information. A deploy-
ment graph is then used for each specific deployment of a
positioning technology in the indoor space. Focusing on
RFID positioning technology, the paper presents both off-
line and on-line tracking algorithms. The experimental re-
sults show that our proposal can considerably improve the
indoor tracking accuracy at low computational cost.

Several directions for future research exist. First, it is
relevant to extend the deployment graphs to accommodate
RFID readers with large and overlapping activation ranges.
Second, it is of interest to attempt to also accommodate Wi-
Fi-based positioning in our approach. Third, it is possible
to further improve the tracking accuracy by concurrently
using multiple deployment graphs for several positioning
technologies. Fourth, we expect that on-line tracking can
be enhanced, e.g., to give better predictions, by applying
association rules which can be mined from large amount of
historical data.
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